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awake. Ringing in his ears. He didn’t know how long he’d been out to it, he had no
recollection of falling asleep, only of waking. Like that time he was hospitalised for
gunshot. He reached for the site of the now healed hole just near his left shoulder,
just to see; the memory of his pain, instant and tangible. Teeth like razors. The site
of the torn flesh fibrillating. In the background noise of pain, there was another
sound. At first, he could not recall words used to describe such a sound. Then he
remembered a man with cheeks puffed to the size of oranges. Davis. That was him,
Miles. One of his blue notes, sweet and low. A lone note of clarity against a
background of buzz. It was a sound that he felt in his gut, rather than heard. The
sound was followed by recognition of the hot sun shining. It stung his neck. Behind
him, the sun was high in the noonday sky. There was something else, a rocking
back and forth, like he was being gently—but firmly—shaken awake. Almost the
same motion his dad had used to wake him when Gage slept through the morning
alarms placed and set, with precision timing about the tiny room Gage shared with
his brother. Shared, his brother older by twenty months, did not like to share.
Gage sat up, smelt salt air. His head throbbed. He groaned and closed his eyes
again, cranium ringing to the blood pulse throbbing at his wrist. A hissing sound.
He knew that sound, pressurised air passing through a restricted passageway. A
tyre deflating? It took him a few moments before he realised it was the hiss of the
ocean and the undulation was the tide, nudging at him.
This was no beach.
He was lying on a hill of bottle tops, they stretched out, sand dunes in each
direction. He ran his hands through them and picked one up. Yes, a solid object
here. He got up, walked a few paces and bent down, repeating his previous action.
There were different grades and colours of plastic that made up the hill he was
standing on. He recognised the thin, stretchy material that was the most recent
incarnation, but here and there were older types, thick plastics rich in petroleum
bi-products. Some of them must be decades old. Or older. They had not degraded,
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maybe a little faded. Gage struck his legs into the caps, grinding down with his
weight, expecting to come across something other than bottle tops. He dug with
his hands for a while, but his fingers touched the now familiarly repeated shape;
smooth round top, perforated edges. The design, barely changed since the
invention of the plastic bottle. Before, it had been steel caps on glass bottles. The
Coke-Pepsi Anheuser Corp had produced an anniversary clip a couple of years
back showing vintage footage from the beginning of the corporation. Women on
the beach tossing a ball. The camera panning up close to their large grins and
overly white teeth. That’s where he’d seen the crown caps. But there were none
here in this sea of plastic. Gage looked around and wondered. The sun was hot on
his exposed head and the back of his throat was dry. He was going to need shelter.
And water. The thought of a wet mouth made his thirst unbearable. He started to
stumble over the undulating dunes of bottle tops, but the motion was disturbing:
there was a vast body of water under the junk he was standing on.
~
Off on the hazy, salt-stained horizon stood a giant tree. He looked over his
shoulder to confirm there was nothing—and no one—behind him, and began the
long walk towards the tree over the oscillating ground.
Gage felt his thirst as a hot throbbing thing in the back of his throat. He imagined a
bird trapped there, beak open trying to get the air it needed and it scratched as it
scampered against his Adam’s apple. Stuck in there. He was stuck here. The bird
racked his throat with its bird claws and pecked at his soft pallet. Gage tried
talking to himself but the words rasped upwards into the thick air and died. He
trudged on through the endless dunes, his only companions; his thirst and his
broken mind.
He approached the tree with caution. Gage saw small plastic hoops and what
appeared to be melted bands hanging from its branches. Some of them were huge
and they looked ancient. There were machines that used these bands. His mind
flickered, looking for the right word. Conveyor belts, yes. Long, drawn out
dribbling from the sky like they had melted in the sun. Used for types of
manufacturing, now defunct. He stood staring at the tree and realised the bands
hanging down made it look strangely inverted. The branches were not stretching
up towards the heavens, but down towards the sea, seeking nutrients from the
garbage that stretched beneath it. Salt too, was suspended from branches, drops
of liquid crystal hanging like baubles. But this was no sandy loam, this soil was
made from pieces of plastic glittering in the sunlight: artificial scales. He looked
again at this strange inverted tree, his mind trying to orient it. For some reason,
Gage thought of A Christmas Carol. The novella written in a distant past, a land
he’d never set foot upon. It was the London of the the little match girls. An




had changed everyone’s lives. And the little match girls died. Here, like the
appearance of the Ghost of Christmas Past, was a spectral vision, a garbage tree
growing out of a garbage land. Gage found if he squinted, he could make the scene
in front of him look strangely idyllic, but up close he saw it for what it was, the
detritus from humanity’s garage. Everything here: unnecessary and unwanted. He
sat down under a spooled conveyor belt on a mound of bottle tops; they collapsed
under him.
A memory rose from adolescence, sitting at the table of a friend of his father’s. He
and his brother called her Aunt, but she was not. She was a drinking pal of his
dad’s: bourbon bottles, scotch—single malt—when he could get it, rum when he
could not—washed down their throats with a freedom loving abandon that Gage
and his brother could almost taste. Then, there was the smell on their breath. A
cloistered thing, a secret that the two of them shared together—flaunted even, for
their audience of two adolescents. He remembered the smell in her kitchen, a
fecundity that belonged to the cabin in the woods, Gage had no recollection of
where it was, only the mad hatter drive around twisting county roads, potholes,
their father often drunk at the wheel, but the smell in the kitchen was rotting
leaves—a dead mouse or two. It made him want to gag. On this, he and his brother
were united. They wanted to leave, sent none too subtle signals that were none
too subtly ignored. As the bottle emptied and his Dad and Aunt turned it up, Gage
knew they would be top and tailing it on the moist couch with the mouse
droppings caught beneath the arm-rolls.
He remembered it now because of the table. She had an unremarkable laminate
affair that seated six. Pressed under the glass, she’d printed out newspaper
clippings that caught her eye. The tree was one he remembered. Named after a
general, it was so huge it made the lumberjacks look like bugs. But they smiled and
smoked and displayed the tools of their destruction. The tree had lived since
glaciers carved up the countryside like a whittling knife. Now this ancient thing
was reduced to less than the sum of its parts: maybe some rail road tracks, settler
cabins, furniture. Wood for combustion. Ash, eventually.
The sun tracked lower in the sky. Gage stood to move on, his thirst a song.
~
There were fundamental things wrong with the landscape, odd items stood out. It
was organised—all the shapes were there, the order however, was naive.
Confused even; a child’s drawing of a landscape. The undulating dunes were the
same height, with the colours repeated at regular intervals. If they were indeed
occurring in nature, they would be different sizes, with colours inter-dispersed
randomly. This was made to look like it was random.
A copy.
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Gage left the cover of the plastic tree, walking once more across hills of bottle
tops. In between the plastic caps he saw twisted ties like strands of artificial DNA.
He was walking towards the nearest edge of the garbage patch in attempt to peer
over the floating, what? Reef? Island? Outcrop? Gage realised he lacked the words
to describe this place, but found himself repeating a litany: All things intertwined.
Driftwood, mollusk, gribble worm. Shelter. Food for fish, food for birds.
Foundation material for sand dunes. He kept walking, the edge was further off
than it appeared from the tree.
The sun was a sliver of bright on the horizon by the time the garbage began to thin
out. It became marsh-like; he had to be careful he didn’t put his foot through the
remaining layers of rubbish and fall into the murk. He hadn’t seen any fish or other
sea creatures. Similarly, he did not see any birds. Perhaps they knew to keep away.
Then Gage remembered an obscure piece of trivia he read, in of   all things, a
municipal council review discussing floating phenomena. The area located off the
disputed territory of the Sea of Japan was once a rich breeding ground of shrimp
and krill. There were two types of currents that met in that section of ocean. One
cool, the other warm. The shrimp and krill brought larger animals, whales and
dolphins, tuna and sharks. A chain in the natural ecosystem. Gage looked out and
saw long threads of seaweed, before realising that these chains anchored to the
top of the amassing reef of plastic, were not actual seaweed, but their artificial
twin, a slowly degrading but not disintegrating entangled mass of crap. It was the
artificial ecosystem mimicking the actual. Again, the phrase, all things intertwined.
Gage felt cold.
He remembered the holotags in his wife’s prayer book. He could never read what
was written there, and not only because she chose to generate Mandarin
characters, but because it refused to reveal its writings to him. He was not of the
faith. Worse, he was suspicious. He had seen the way she hid it from him and then,
when she thought he was not around, how she poured herself into it. Once, in a
drunken rage he’d destroyed the flat upending furniture and raking through
cupboards looking for the book. When he eventually found it, it remained bound, a
flat square. In his state, he thought it mocked him and he cursed it and threw the
thing against a wall. It bounced and opened. Fleetingly, he saw an image of a piece
of driftwood and those words that repeated through his head.
Gage looked over his shoulder again, feeling watched, wondering if he disturbed
something in this strange ecosystem on the dead island.
He continued to walk, sometimes floundering through the murk; his thoughts
assaulting him as he clambered over the bottle top dunes and garbage that made
up the length of the island, until he came to a kidney shaped pond. In desperation,
he dipped his hand and drank off the top. Fresh water! He lay down and drank




there. He washed the sweat from his face and neck and drank again. When he
recovered, Gage dug down around the edge of the pond attempting to find
something other than the ubiquitous bottle tops.
He dug.
The substrate layer consisted of things that were once stuff. He found single
shoes, dolls heads, refrigeration parts. Everywhere around him was the presence
of humanity, but the landscape itself was devoid of any actual human. He thought
about the recordings placed aboard Voyager 1 and sent into space, a love-note
from Earth to the universe. Treasured works of art to introduce humanity into the
great unknown. And here, on the planet they lived and relied upon, instead of a
treasure trove of prized artefacts, here was the stuff that no one wanted and no
one cared about. He smothered an impulse to shout, unsure if he wanted to
disturb the humid air that passed thickly over the island. He wondered if he was
the first person to visit this place. He did feel a kind of wonder of discovery, but it
was mixed with a deep seated wrongness he was having trouble parsing: a groove
in the record had been scratched, he couldn’t get past it.
What had Armstrong felt as he walked across the surface of the moon? Awe, most
definitely. Awe of his surroundings and awe in what humanity, what he had
achieved, culminating in that very powerful footprint and those words that
echoed across the ages. Now Gage was here, a similarly alien landscape, but he felt
small and frail. That there was something so out of whack with the Earth that a
reverse ecosystem could have sprung up under humanity’s collective nose.
~
The sickness came on suddenly. His stomach churned and he retched water from
his gut. A kaleidoscope of emotional responses blended in a wash of colour, it
came at him like a wave. His mind churned. He felt exile, abandonment. Chemical
dreams.
Gage drifted, he sweated salt from his pores, images formed and unmade
themselves behind his shut-tight eyes. He dreamed—
Of seashells. Once homes, now husks: the creatures gone. They washed ashore;
little ghosts, little bones.
He was in a passageway, long and dark with walls of stone. Rippled, something had
tunnelled through here with a large spiralling cone, shaping away the earth and
leaving ridges in the walls circling down into darkness. Gage was mounted on the
lip of a gigantic shell. He could feel the life force that once flowed through the
shell, still existed. Living memory. In Gage’s own memory; a place called Shell
Island, more shells washed up on its beaches than anywhere else, but he couldn’t
remember why.
There was a thing called a beach drift, where the shells wound up lumped on the
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sand in a similar way to the sand dunes of bottle tops. He supposed shells still
washed ashore in the same manner, but there weren’t any beaches left that
weren’t toxic. Warming had devastated whole environments, thousands of
kilometres of coral bleached and washed ashore leaving sands like elephant
graveyards. Beaches were dead things. Only bone nomads went there, to find
curios to sell in the markets.
Beneath him he heard running water, the tunnel from his dream was narrower
now; his vision: closing to a pinhead, blacking out? His hands felt the ridges made
by the shell as he tried to run, but thickly, the humidity on the dead island had
sought him out, his legs felt weighted as he ran, the pads on each of his
outstretched fingers becoming numb. They tingled, then felt raw. The skin was
being rubbed away; tiny gashes forming and Gage felt liquid spill over the tip of
each of them. His arms ached, but he could not stop running. Sweat poured from
the crown of his head down his body, like summer rain, his breathing was heavy
and laboured. Pulse throbbing through each fingertip and still his legs ran on, feet
crunching a thick layer of shells. To his ears, it sounded as if he was stumbling
through densely packed snow, but the teeth were sharper here.
Gage opened his eyes and waited. He had a chemical taste in the back of his
throat. His mind felt dry; shrivelled, strips of papaya tucked neatly into a
cellophane wrapper. He migrated to his knees, and then onto his side waiting for
the nausea to pass. Light. It had taken on the panorama of migraine spots, special
fucking twilight zone. His eyelids fluttered shut, the weight of them pressing. His
body couldn’t decide which was worse; watching the bottle tops rise and fall like
he was on the stomach of an unimaginable beast—the creature itself, too large to
make out—or inside his dream shell waiting for the walls to close, something
trying to crawl inside. This new creature with the keys to take up residence in the
mind he called home.
Gage remembered back to the time he got shot. He fingered his shoulder blade,
the imprint of the bullet, a shadow passing again through his skin. With each time
he recalled the moment the gun exploded. The smoothness of the new skin; a
pebble rubbed from turning on the incoming tide. Something else. Something
deeper: the shrapnel in his brain. Two bullets, then. He felt the hair grown around
the scar; intersections between thoughts, this polished memory.
Was it him, this memory, or was it the creature from the shell? So, the strange
dreams. Tree, rings, shells and layers. Gunshot. Still that, his mind being re-made
by the passenger. The stranger from this place, here, inside.
Sun had come out from behind the clouds and he was soaked wet through. He
stood, removed his tie and jacket, rolled up his long sleeves, thinking how
impotent a suit looked in a place like this. In any place, really. His fingers tickled his
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NOW YOU’LL HAVE SOMETHING TO
CRY ABOUT
C.G. Thompson
One morning in October 1970, Graham Whiting’s father arrived at work and was
never seen again.  He locked the door to his windowless lab at 7:40 and didn’t
leave that evening.  No body was ever found, no evidence of foul play.  Detectives
even dusted the air-shaft cover for fingerprints, to no avail.  The story was front-
page news for months, and rumors emerged that he might have been kidnapped. 
The case remains open, and you can read about it on the Internet, where amateur
sleuths still grapple with its dead ends.
Reporters labeled the disappearance a closed-room mystery, but Graham
maintained there was no mystery at all.  His father, he told his friends, had built a
time machine and traveled into the past.  Most of his friends were older, twelve or
thirteen, and teased him mercilessly, but I was ten and believed him.  The world
had room for dreams and magic, I reasoned.  If astronauts could photograph an
Earthrise and step into moon dust, why couldn’t elegant machines circumvent
time? 
I was the only one who took Graham seriously enough to ask why his father
vanished.
“To fix something,” he said.
“Like a car?”
“A problem. I don’t know what.”
A few years later, Graham asked me not to mention his father again.  His mother
had grown bitter.  She decided he’d defected, accepted a massive amount of
money to share his knowledge, whatever it was, with the Soviets.  Graham himself
was starting to have trouble in school, beginning to drink and smoke.




“There is no why,” Graham said. 
****
The crash occurred when I was twenty-two, just out of college.  It took my parents
and sister and 136 other people on an innocent July afternoon, the aircraft never
making altitude, a storm and microburst sucking breath from the air.  The plane hit
trees and powerlines, slammed into a subdivision, killed seven people on the
ground. 
At the time, little was known about wind shear, and planes had no instruments to
detect it.  It was a hidden monster, the unleashed id in Forbidden Planet.
****
“It’s a cousin to a Univac,” Graham tells me in summer 2017.   “Not that big, but
don’t expect a laptop.”
When I was a kid, my parents spoke of the Univac with reverence.  They told me it
had predicted who’d win the 1952 Presidential election – Eisenhower in a
landslide upset – but only its inventors had believed it.
“As long as it isn’t HAL and doesn’t try to kill me.”
“Speaking of which, I can’t go anywhere near there,” Graham says.  “If you
disappear, I will have been the last person to have seen you.”
“Future perfect tense.  Used correctly!”
“Seriously.”
“So you believe in it?  For a long time you said you didn’t.”
“It was easier that way.  It’s probably not even there now.”  He coughs, deep in his
throat.
“You said he kept it in a storage closet in the lab.”
He shrugs, and I see the boy he once was.
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“Maybe they left it, and people used it,” I offer.
“Could be.  But they haven’t fixed much, from what I can tell.”
“Maybe it was personal.  Maybe they weren’t trying to change the world.”
“Believe me, you don’t want to go.”
“I do.  I’ve thought about it a long time.”
“So to speak.  You know, there’s no sunscreen there,” he jokes.
“True.  On the positive side, no surveillance cameras.  Except maybe at banks.”
“No airbags.”
“No self-service lines at the grocery.  Halloweens where kids walk instead of being
chauffeured.”
“No spellcheck.”
“Did you really say that?”
“I did.”
“Vacations where people actually relax,” I say.
“Second-hand smoke everywhere.”
That stops me.  Graham has emphysema – the lungs, his doctors told him, of a
seventy-five-year-old man.  It’s doubtful he’ll see his son graduate from college.
“I’m sorry,” he says.  “Cheap shot.”
“No.  Fair enough.”
“Childhood casts a golden glow on things.  There were plenty of problems then.”




“It’s too late for me.”
****
The headache is intense, a migraine with dancing lights.  My hands are cupped
across my closed eyes, but the aura ebbs, flows, and flickers anyway.  It’s a movie
of sorts, the screen catching the projector burning the film.  My first migraine hit
me in fourth grade, and classmates accused me of lying to avoid a history test.  I
knew I’d never hear the end of it if I went home, so I deciphered the questions
peripherally and made an A.
I’m sitting on a curb.  The sun heats my fingers, and I hear the flutelike song of a
wood thrush.  I fan my hands outward just enough to look at my feet, see I’m
wearing orange sandals with yellow daisies, sandals from my childhood.  I shade
my eyes and look ahead.  Facing me is a forest, a hundred acres Cecily Reed’s
parents owned until the late 1990s.  A dirt road led to their modest frame house,
and Mrs. Reed made and sold cakes.  When we reached high school, she cautioned
Cecily not to tell her boyfriend that the family owned more than an acre.  Even in
1970, the land was worth a fortune.
The forest should be a gated community, the Reeds retired to a condo in Florida,
but the woods and narrow road are irrefutable.  I pull a lock of hair toward my face
and note it’s blonde, which it hasn’t been since I was fifteen.  My left arm, the arm I
broke in April 1970, feels weak and spindly, the way it did after my cast was
removed.  I drape it across my lap, startled at how fragile it looks.
I cup my hands over my eyes again.  I’ve done the impossible, traveled through
time.  The thought is exhilarating and frightening.  What if I’ve arrived in a
different past, where my parents don’t exist?  Or what if they don’t know me? 
Graham said to expect anything, and nothing.
“You might get there and forget what you wanted to change.”
“You think that’s what happened to your dad?”
“Who knows?  But if you reach the past, someone in the present will die.”
Prickles of shame burned my scalp.  What if I stole Graham’s time?
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“Don’t worry,” he said.  “It’s not literal.  But my mother did die, in a way.  Every
phone call – she thought it was him.  Or the police saying they’d found his body. 
Or a ransom message.  She wouldn’t let me answer the phone for two years.”
I studied my fingernails, bitten to the quick.  “You always think they‘ll come back.”
“I’m sorry.  Bad memories.  But my point is that people will miss you.”
“A limited number.”  I’d never married, was convinced I’d lose any new family I
created.
“I’ll miss you.”
I nodded, not trusting my voice.
“You’ll be stuck there, you know.”
I open my eyes, and a car passes, a large, gas-guzzling car that will seem
threatening and obsolete in just three years, when the price of oil skyrockets
during the Arab oil embargo.  I think how much things have changed, how much
they haven’t.  I look at my legs, slightly pink, with summer scrapes and bruises.  No
sunscreen.
****
The Boeing remained in the air for less than a minute.  It rose little more than a
hundred feet, and traveled just under a mile.  It was destroyed so completely that
only the flight recorder and accounts from survivors on the ground gave clues to
what happened.  The pilots turned off the air conditioning to increase power, and
when all hope was lost, tried to steer toward a lake.  Instead, they plowed through
streets and houses, stop signs, gardens, swing sets.  Two girls playing hopscotch
died instantly.
****
I stand in front of my parents’ house, taking in its newness.  The lawn looks fresh
and crisp, and the mailbox is sleek and undented.  Two years will pass before one
of my sister’s friends sideswipes the mailbox, drunk on Scotch she stole from her




I shade my eyes, open the mailbox, find a Look, a BusinessWeek, a letter from my
grandmother, and a phone bill.  No credit-card offers, no catalogs, nothing that
suggests personal information being bought and sold.  I sit on the driveway and
flip through Look, reorienting myself to a time when Nixon is president and the
Vietnam War rages, when National Guardsmen recently killed student protestors
at Kent State.
Cell phones, debit cards, DVDs – none of these exist.  The Internet is in
rudimentary development, unknown to the general public.
 Something tickles my leg, and I brush off an ant.
Graham lives down one street and up a long hill to another.  I wonder what would
happen if I arrived at his door, announced I was from the future?  If Dr. Whiting
were home, would he be the man who was living his life for the first time, or the
man who’d returned? 
****
The machine was right where Graham said it would be.  Other types of machines
lurked in offices and hallways, deserted along with the industrial complex itself.  
Razor wire still topped the fences, but the gatehouse was empty.  I drove onto the
parking lot, feeling the same low-key criminality I always felt as an adult when I
bought cigarettes for my parents.  Inside, my flashlight illuminated the sketchy
map Graham had drawn, and I broke into a sweat.  Air conditioning and electricity
had been turned off the month before, when researchers left the nondescript
buildings for the last time.
If I were lucky – or unlucky, Graham said – the machine would still be wired into
the fire-alarm system, which would continue to operate until the building was
demolished. 
He was hazy on the science, but his father had explained that time wasn’t linear,
that it could be folded like a ribbon, present touching past.  That was why, his
father said, you could recall an embarrassing moment from twenty years before,
with humiliation undiminished.  The push and pull between past and present set
up vibrations, which his father hypothesized could be turned into movement.
As for operating the machine, Graham handed me a time-softened, crumpled
piece of paper with an algorithm laid out in a neat, precise hand   He said to type in
16
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the letters and numbers as written, then hit the space bar.  After a beep, type in
the destination month and year.  Next, press a number for the displacement
factor, which would be expressed in kilometers and supposedly position me the
chosen distance from the lab. 
“Just hope you don’t end up inside a tree,” he said.
“Thanks.  Is that a real possibility?”
****
I head to the basement, its cool air sifting toward me.  The steps look new, their
varnish not yet worn.  In the corner, metal shelving holds old comic books, glass
Coke bottles, my dollhouse, and copies of National Geographic.  My sister
collected Superboy comics, and I can’t help but wonder how much they’d be worth
on eBay.  I liked the Legion of Super-Heroes, especially Phantom Girl – an ironic or
prescient choice.
My father is standing on the slab of patio outside, shaded by the screened-in porch
above, tending the grill.  I open the glass-paned door.
“Daddy,” I whisper.  I once took those syllables for granted.  “Daddy,” I repeat.
“Hi, Doll.” 
His posture is confident, his face smooth and unworried.  At the pool, even the
high-school lifeguards admire his strong freestyle.  My eyes tear up, so I busy
myself folding and unfolding one of the metal lawn chairs latticed with strips of
cloth.  I haven’t seen these chairs in years.  They’re from the early 60s, a time of
cheery pastels, before a President was killed. 
I turn and sit.  If this were the future, I’d find my father with SmartPhone in hand,
laptop on the chair beside him.  Sunday or not, there’d be files to send, a company
website to check.  His mind would be flooded with passwords.  Instead, he’s
smoking a cigarette and checking the charcoals.  A bourbon and water rests on the
windowsill. 
Vague nausea settles over me, an aftereffect of traveling in time, or a reaction to




“Are we going to the beach?” I ask, although that’s not what I meant to say.  We did
go to the beach that year, and he rescued me when a wave pushed me down.  A
second wave tossed into us, knocking off his sunglasses, so we walked the
shoreline the next morning, seeking them among broken bits of shells.
“Picture a fish in sunglasses,” he’d said then.
“Daytona,” he says now.  “I’m working for a week there, then I have two weeks off.”
I laugh, thinking about the fish.
“What’s so funny?”  He always liked a good joke.
“I don’t know.”  My feet hang above the ground, and I scissor kick my legs.  I didn’t
remember how silly my body could be.  “Fish, I guess.”
My mother never waded more than knee-deep in the ocean, claimed fish were
nibbling her toes.
He smiles, thinking the same thing, one word triggering our family shorthand.  A
pocket of calm grows between us, calm unbroken by ringtones, car alarms, or leaf
blowers. 
My father places the steaks on the grill, one for each of us, although I never can
finish mine.  The sizzle sets me firmly in my childhood, but my thoughts flash to
burning flesh, to cows corralled against their will, to humans caught in a flaming
fuselage, a fancy name for a sleek aluminum death tube.  I begin to cry.
“What’s the matter, Hon?” my father asks, tongs in midair.  He’s startled.  What
could be wrong on this beautiful day?
I try to explain, but words won’t come.  I swing my legs harder and look toward the
slope of the back yard, a precipitous drop that begins at patio’s edge and seems
like a metaphor.
“Is it your arm, Doll?  It’ll be fine.”
If I can time travel, I can freeze this moment forever, can’t I?  Freeze this moment
and protect my family from harm. 
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****
In the kitchen, my mother pours milk.  I follow her every move, transfixed.  She’s
wearing the watch she’ll always wear, one her father gave her for graduation, and
I’m happy to see her moving easily, her arthritis on hold for another ten years.  She
squeezes a dishcloth and wipes the counter.  Her hair is a lovely brown, legs and
arms fashionably tan.
I step aside to let my father enter.  We’ll be eating as we do every summer Sunday,
on the screened-in porch.  Steak, baked potatoes, a tossed salad with Roquefort
dressing, dinner rolls with real butter and, for me, grape jelly.
It’s overwhelming to see my parents, and I feel guilt, as if I’ve reanimated them,
which I had no right to do.  I wonder if Dr. Whiting had the same feelings.  I pull the
ice trays from the freezer, then study the kitchen.   No microwave, no answering
machine, no recycling container.  The phone has a dial, and there’s a transistor
radio near the stove.  I think ahead, to when we’ll buy a car with AM-FM, and how
magical it will seem that the FM signal doesn’t disappear when we pass under a
bridge.  I remember my parents’ easy-listening stations and, oddly enough, the
Mutual Broadcasting System. 
“Wash your hands,” my mother says, reaching for the trays.
I turn toward the bathroom, come face to face with my sister.  She’s wearing her
uniform – tie-dyed T-shirt and bell bottoms with the hems ripped out.  I rush into
her arms.  The scent of smoke hovers in her hair, and I hope my parents won’t
notice.  Jody is angry about Kent State and Vietnam and leaves the room in disgust
whenever the news comes on.  In the future, she’ll become what she would have
hated, an assistant district attorney.
“Long time no see,” I joke, trying to hide my emotions. 
“A whole two hours,” she says.
I loosen my grip, and she flashes the peace sign.
“‘V for Victory,’” my mother says.





Four place settings cover the picnic table, everything neat and in its place, as if
chaos could be staved off so easily.  When we sit down, I can barely eat.  I cut small
bites of steak, try not to taste them. 
“Why are you shaking your head?” Jody asks.
I hadn’t realized I was.  “I don’t know.”  I shake it vigorously, pretending I‘d meant
to.  Next door the neighbor’s collie, Sharpy, is barking.
“Is anything wrong?” my mother asks.
“It’s the world,” Jody says.  “The world is screwed up.  Even kids know it.”
“I’m not a kid.”
She rolls her eyes. 
“Jody, watch your language,” my father says.
“Please eat,” my mother tells me.  “Your father worked hard to cook a good steak
for you.”
“Why isn‘t life fair, Daddy?” I ask.  I crumple my napkin, holding on for dear life. 
After my family is gone, I’ll become anorexic, return to my childhood weight.  Why
grow up when the world is too dangerous for your own parents? 
Jody exhales in exasperation. 
“I don’t know, Doll.”  He scrapes a forkful of potato from its skin.  “Most of the time
it is, but sometimes it isn’t.  Why?”
“You should eat the skin, Hon,” my mother tells him.  “Most of the nutrients are in
the skin.”
“Life isn’t fair because Geoff Nealy is in Vietnam probably about to get his ass shot
off,” Jody says. 
‘Straighten up and fly right!” my father commands.  I’d forgotten he used to say
that, a warning before banishing us to our rooms.  Now the words are a cruel
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prediction.  My eyes rim with tears. 
“Have you been smoking?” my mother asks Jody.
“Have you?” Jody challenges.  “What is it now, two packs a day?”
“I think you should excuse yourself,” my father tells her.
“You should excuse your whole generation!” she shoots back, tossing her napkin
into her steak juice. 
“Stop fighting!” I shout.  “Stop it, stop it, stop it!”  I kick the legs of the table, and
even Jody turns to look.  “You’re all – stupid!”  I’m frustrated that I can only hint at
the truth.  “You’re wasting time!” I yell, remembering Mrs. Taylor’s favorite
admonishment.  Mrs. Taylor was my fourth-grade teacher, wore glasses on a chain
around her neck.
“What’s gotten into you?” my mother demands.
I’ve forgotten how elastic and agile my childhood emotions could be.  “You’re
wasting time!  Stupid, stupid, stupid!”  I can’t stop myself, feel perilously close to a
tantrum.
“Aren’t you too old for that?” Jody says.
“Go to your rooms, both of you,” my father says.  “No phone calls, Jody.”
****
The tragedy began as background noise, rain drumming against the windows of
the plane.  As the pilots waited for instructions to taxi to the runway, the sky
darkened, and the wind increased.  Nightfall was hours away, but the afternoon
light was vanquished.
Jody was twenty-eight and newly divorced.  Her husband never left the 60s, felt
betrayed that she had.  My father took a week off, and my parents planned a trip
with her to Las Vegas, hoping to cheer her up.  I was supposed to join them, but
had to cancel.   The week before, I’d gotten my first job.  It was a job I came to hate




Over the years, I’ve kept my airline ticket in my dresser, under the engraved
money clip that belonged to my father and survived the crash.  Each July, I remove
the clip from the drawer, touch my father’s initials, wonder when he last held it.  
Then I slide the ticket from its jacket to study flight, gate, and seat numbers.  I
imagine the aisle seat I would have occupied next to Jody, down to the metal
armrest with its built-in ashtray.  My seat was reassigned to a businessman from
Chicago, someone Jody would have struck up a conversation with, a stranger who
died in my place. 
****
It’s Monday evening, and I’m standing on the brick steps of the Whiting’s house,
glancing at its pillars and the sky.  The clouds don’t seem different than the ones I
left.  Maybe in cloud time, I haven’t traveled any appreciable distance.  Next door
Mrs. Patterson weeds her garden.  I wave, thinking how pretty she looks with her
newly frosted hair, trying not to picture how thin and drawn she’ll be by the time
I’m a high school sophomore and she’s dying of breast cancer.  It seems wrong that
I possess such horrible knowledge and can’t act on it.  I’ve created culpability for
myself, one I can’t atone for or escape.  I try to say culpability, a word I won’t
actually know until my twenties, but the syllables won’t form. 
Mrs. Patterson’s face is slightly out of focus, and I realize I’m already growing
nearsighted.  I climb the steps to ring the doorbell, hoping Dr. Whiting might
answer, although I only remember seeing him once.  Maybe he’d sense I needed
help.  The July sun angles onto the porch, casting bands of light and shadow. 
Graham answers the door.  His hair is darker, curlier, and thicker than I recall, and
he seems taller.  His son will look just like him.
“Hi,” he says.  “Want a medal or a monument?”
I’d felt emotion welling up in me, but now I laugh, remembering our standard
greeting from that summer.  We’d picked it up from Mrs. Taylor, who said it when
we were being lazy.
“You’re wasting time,” I tell him, mimicking her, then realize it’s true.  I fold my
arms against my body and dig the nails of my right hand into my weaker left arm,
where Graham can’t see.  The pain keeps me from breaking into tears.
“What are you looking at?” he asks.
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I can’t tell him I’m mesmerized by seeing him at ten again.  “Nothing.  Is your dad
home?”  In three months, his father will vanish.
“Is he ever?”
I kick at the welcome mat, pull up an edge with my toe.
“Why?” he asks, not unkindly.
“I don’t know.”  I try to imagine what Graham is doing this moment in 2017.  Is he
having a good day health-wise?
“We’re eating dinner.  I can come over later,” he says. 
Don’t ever smoke, I want to warn him.  Such an easy verb, smoke, but I’m unable to
speak it.
“A monument,” I say. 
****
Once the plane’s door was closed, a flight attendant gave the standard safety talk
as her fellow attendants pointed toward emergency exits, showed how to tighten
seatbelts, demonstrated the oxygen masks that would drop from above if cabin
pressure were lost.  Seat cushions could be used as flotation devices, and the aisle
had special lighting that would illuminate in the event of a power outage. 
Did the passengers listen intently, or did some continue conversations, work
crossword puzzles, or open paperbacks they’d just bought?
Passengers should study the aircraft safety card, the attendant stressed before
the final cabin check: making sure tray tables were upright and overhead
compartments were tightly closed.
I’ve always imagined my father squeezing my mother’s hand, then winking at Jody
across the aisle.  In his mind he was composing a letter to the airline, praising the
attendants for their calm professionalism.  He often wrote letters of appreciation,





The crash was so severe that passengers and crew had to be identified using
dental records.  Only half of the dead were positively identified.
****
I start back home, walking past houses being built, smelling the scent of cut pine,
aftershock of forests being felled.  I glance at the existing houses across the street
and realize they look much the same as they will in 2017, minus security-system
signs, satellite dishes, portable basketball hoops.
A car stops and honks – Billy Cauley and his little brother, Shawn.  Shawn is the
neighborhood bully.  By the time he’s fourteen, he’ll be selling drugs, and, rumor
has it, having sex with his older brother’s girlfriends.
He jumps out of the car and follows me as Billy whistles and drives off.  When I’m
in college, their parents will divorce after Mr. Cauley pushes Mrs. Cauley down a
staircase.
“You’re bleeding,” Shawn says.
“No, I’m not.” 
“Are, too!”  He slaps my arm.
“Knock it off!”  I feel my left arm and realize he’s telling the truth.  I keep walking.
“Remember when your face was a big scab when you fell off that pony?”
“It was a horse.  It bucked me off.”
I want to tell him that I know his father beats his mother, but of course the words
won’t form.  He slaps my butt.
“Quit it!”
“Quit it!” he taunts, then sweeps a leg into my ankles.  I fall hard. 
“Now you’ll have something to cry about,” he says.
****
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Our minister assured me that everything happened so fast, no one suffered.  But
there was time for fear, time to feel the airplane jolt, surrender to gravity.  Isn’t
fear a kind of suffering?
****
The house is quiet when I return, but from the screened-in porch I hear my
parents talking on the patio.  I sit on top of the picnic table, basking in their
murmuring, the soft fabric that helps knit a family.  I keep expecting a cell phone to
ring, to break their train of thought, but cell phones won’t be on the market for
more than a decade. 
When crickets overtake their voices, I go upstairs, scooting backwards up the
staircase, another childlike thing I can’t help doing.  In the next few months, there
will be two plane crashes, both involving college football teams – Marshall,
Wichita State.  I wonder how I’ll handle hearing about them.  Like the crash that
took my family, the Marshall tragedy left no survivors.  Players, coaches, crew,
fans – all perished.
My sister’s door is closed, and I see she’s decorated it with a green-and-white-
striped sticker.  The Ecology flag is something I haven’t seen in years.  Probably
even friends I grew up with wouldn’t remember it.  Our parents will be upset, not
because of the sticker itself, but because it can’t be removed without pulling up
the paint underneath. 
I pick up the phone in the hall, dial our number and hang up, then dash into my
room.  Jody hurries out to answer on the first ring, says “Hello” several times,
places the receiver in its cradle.  When she returns to her room, I sneak out and do
it again.  She opens her door, answers, hangs up forcefully.
The third time, she catches me.  “What is wrong with you?”
But I can’t tell her.  I can’t even tell her that one day the phone company will fix the
glitch that allows you to call your own home and hear the phone ring.  It’s a trick
we’ve played before, one that, as ridiculous as it sounds, I miss as an adult. 
“Can I listen to your records?”





“Don’t you have your own records?”  She slams her door so hard I feel the air 
displace.
I sulk in the hallway, then go to my room, lie on the carpet, and push the door shut 
with my foot.  The Beatles’ “Why Don’t We Do It in the Road?” drifts through the 
walls.  It dawns on me that Janis Joplin and Jimi Hendrix are still alive, at least for a 
few more moments.
The downdraft of the future weighs on me, and I wonder how I’ll make it through 
the years, up to the crash and beyond.  As Graham said, there’s no way to return. In 
this time, the building where Graham’s father works is bustling with people, 
secrets, innovations. 
In my own time, the police have found my abandoned car.  Maybe they’ve called in 
a search team, wondered why my purse, with nothing missing, was left on the 
passenger seat.  An uncomfortable tingle washes over me, self-consciousness at 
being the center of wasted time and energy.  By now – whatever now means – the 
local paper has featured the story on its front page and website, and readers are 
posting comments and speculation.  For some, it’s a game.
“You can’t imagine the ramifications of what you’re going to do,” Graham had told 
me.   
****
Experts determined that the pilots had been able to stop their descent, had begun 
to climb, but it was too late to clear the powerlines and trees.   Safety – or at least a 
chance of it – beckoned just beyond, a few feet above.  So near, so far. 
________________
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Paula couldn’t understand. What was love about? How in all of this too-muchness
there was a line to something. How to make sense of her life, her mother’s life.
Maybe no sense, no meaning. Probably that. Likely that. That was the secret. To be
content with that.
The meteorologist predicted spring storms, maybe even hail. Yesterday the heat
descended and, strangely, the wind lashed the leaves. Today the air was still. Just a
couple birds warbling in the distance. Paula remembered a bird-shaped toy
whistle with water in it. This was before plastic was used for everything. She tried
to remember the material. Not wood. Tin? Her grandmother gave it to her,
showed her how to fill it with water–not too much–and blow on the red whistle.
Paula’s brother had one too. As if there wasn’t enough noise in her mother’s life
with the two children and the mother-in-law.
Paula’s mother enjoyed a good joke. “If your wife and your lawyer were drowning
and you had to choose–would you go to lunch or to the movies?” Now that would
be labeled sexist, and her mother would have to substitute “spouse.” Her mother
had fluttered her lashes over sea-blue eyes and laughed. “I heard that on
television.” Paula joked back, “I don’t have a wife,” and her mother laughed again.
“You’re clever, dear,” and kissed her forehead. “You should be a lawyer.” “But then
I might drown,” Paula said. She liked making her mother laugh.
Her mother liked riddles and rhymes too. This little piggy went to market, this
little piggy . . .  To be or not to be, that is the question. Why did the chicken cross
the road? Better a pig satisfied than Socrates dissatisfied. Who wants to be
Socrates, anyway, Paula wondered. Her mother did. She read Camus, didn’t like
Sartre, liked Jane Austen. “What falls but never gets hurt?” she asked. And
answered, “Water, from a tap or a river.” She clapped her hands in glee. “If you
drop a yellow hat in the Red Sea, what does it become?” She closed her eyes and
laughed hysterically. “Wet.”
Today Paula had a cold and it hurt to swallow. She felt as if she were holding her




suicide. And she was the exact age of her mother–forty-one–so the day had
special weight. She didn’t particularly believe that history repeated itself, so she
was free in that respect, but she was not free of the resentment for all the years
she didn’t have with her mother. Not free of the pity that she felt for her mother in
pain.
She used to think the fault was hers. Survivor’s guilt. When she was young she
wondered if she’d disappointed her mother by not getting all A’s on her report
card that time. Or not having rich and beautiful friends. Or not taking care of her
dog when Mother was working in the laundromat. But now she knew nothing
would’ve worked. Not more friends nor angelic behavior nor good grades.
Maybe her mother made the right decision. Maybe consciousness was not a good
thing. Paula had entertained the notion that it was better to be a pig satisfied, to
have no memories, no aspirations. But even pigs wanted things: food, sex, warm
mud. And then they were slaughtered, eaten by humans, who were themselves
eaten by worms. Circle of life, ha ha. Or circle of death. Yes.
She peered out the window at the heavy clouds. “Let there be light!” Genesis
recorded. And the universe snapped into existence.
Light first; and then life emerged from the water. Fish, birds, everything. The latest
evidence showed that birds were related to dinosaurs, relics of an ancient era,
memories from 150 million years ago.
She opened a can of tuna feast and spooned it out for Schrödinger, who meowed
and stropped her ankles. She turned on the television. The microwave beeped and
she went to get her coffee. She saw the light from the television flickering, flashing
colors. Thunder at 7:18. Carpentering in the distance, hammering; someone didn’t
believe a storm would happen. The sky was thick, unchanging as sidewalk cement,
though she knew it wasn’t. Cement cracked, sidewalks lifted.
She sat at the kitchen table, tapped the pile of books for the classes she was
teaching. She had started the semester by saying, “Welcome to my Literature 125
class. In the beginning was the word. What a beautiful way to begin the world.”
She wasn’t sure they understood.
Was God lonely? Did He need to communicate, want to watch and speak with
intelligent beings instead of persisting in the clanging darkness? He wanted
company, needed another consciousness to watch and love. That was the old
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story the nuns told her. And there was water and life in the world.
What were the last words her mother spoke to her? Before she went to jump off
the Smithfield Street Bridge. Paula couldn’t remember. Was it better to make
something up?
I have to go now. Turn off the porch light. Watch for cars. Look both ways when
you cross. Always take care of your skin. Stand up straight. Brush your teeth.
She had tried not to remember. She was a girl walking to school. Probably it was
“Good-bye.” No, it was “I love you.”
In the middle of religion class, she was called to the office, where Sister Alverna
smiled sadly at her and told her to go home to her father. Paula wondered if he
had been injured by a press in the factory. Perhaps his little finger was caught, or
maybe something fell down on his steel-toed shoes, or maybe something worse,
which she would not allow herself to imagine.
Her mother dressed in her pink suit and jumped into the Monongahela River.
There were two suicides that year from the bridges.
Paula put a second cup of coffee to heat in the microwave. She petted Schrödinger
in her lap as he watched the birds in the yard. Birds wanted to fly; he wanted to
catch them; she wanted something too. Last week she taught Chekhov in her Intro
to Lit class, his sympathy with flawed characters. The story was “Grief,” in which
the sledge driver wants to tell his sorrow to one passenger after another and to a
fellow cab driver but none of them listen, preoccupied as they are with their own
appointments and parties or fatigue. He needed to speak and finally he does. The
microwave beeped. Paula forgave her mother for the suicide, the impossible
aspirations, the severity, for everything. “Mama, I forgive you.”
She toyed with her breakfast muffin, chewed on a fragment, stared out the
window where a sparrow fluttered to the clothesline and the sky was gray as their
feathers; she sneezed, swallowed, and inhaled some crumbs, raisins. Schrödinger
jumped out of her lap. She couldn’t catch her breath. Drowning would feel like
this. She was alone. She leaned over the kitchen sink. Coughed up the crumb.
Expelled some phlegm. Exhausted. She wheezed, gasped. Threw up a glob of raisin.
Insides coming out. Bubbles in her esophagus. She wiped her mouth, panted. She
ran the water in the sink. The phlegm circled down the drain. With a tissue, she




She dropped on the chair and breathed. It was easy now, no longer labored and
cutting. There were voices she heard, words like ripples. Her mother but also
Chekhov and Chaucer and Elizabeth Bishop. And the news on television.
Schrödinger nuzzled her hand, comforted her.
On the news was the story of a killer cyclone in Bangladesh. Thousands drowned
in the twenty-foot storm surge. The news reader said the poor who had built their
huts on the edge of the sea were most vulnerable. They and their huts were swept
away. Those farther inland lost their crops, their livestock, their pets. The next
dangers would be homelessness, starvation, cholera. Her small sadness was
nothing compared to this. She petted Schrödinger so hard he turned around and
nipped her and jumped down.
She gasped for air, sat back, wheezed.
She had thought her cold was better. She took a deep breath in. Her chest burned
as it tore. Air circled around in heat and ripped at the center every time she
breathed.
She leaned to pet Schrödinger. He arched his back under her hand and purred.
“Have to go,” she said.
She needed to get ready for class. There was one student–there’s always one–
who didn’t disguise her boredom, stared out the window, thrummed her fingers on
the desk. Now they were near the end of the semester. The girl seemed distracted,
wasn’t doing the assignments, didn’t pay attention, didn’t take the tests, didn’t
write the paper. Last week, when Paula asked her after class if there was a
problem, the girl’s eyes skittered away. Heather clamped her mouth shut and
shook her head. She hurried out, saying, “Have to go,” not even looking over her
shoulder.
Why didn’t she just do an official withdrawal from the class and go on her merry
way? Why did she have to take up space in front of Paula, make Paula wonder if it
was her fault, if she should extend herself? She didn’t know.
Yesterday she’d asked her again. “What happened, Heather? You were doing fine
at the beginning of the semester.” The girl was sturdy, jittery, blank-faced. She
ducked her head, saying, “Have to go,” and left. She wore a water-blue t-shirt on
which was printed the university motto: “Think. Do. Change the World.”
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In the hall Paula had walked by the students’ art show on ecology: ice shelf in
Antarctica shrinking, trees cut down in Brazil, oceans rising, bird song
disappearing. The world was changing.
At the end of the hall, shambling up the stairs, was Dr. Laird, who at sixty- seven,
would be retiring next year. He had undergone electroshock therapy for his
depression. Which helped, supposedly. Fortunately, his wife looked after him. He
was a Mark Twain scholar and liked to joke that the news of his retirement had
been greatly exaggerated but was now imminent. He said he was going to buy a
red convertible and drive to the Grand Casino in Hinckley, where he intended to
break the bank. Then he laughed hilariously. When Paula had complained in the
mailroom that the students in the back row were reading the school newspaper,
he paused and  offered in his creaky voice, “At least they’re reading.”
Today Paula finished teaching the composition classes and the Intro to Lit, in
which they were studying Hamlet. As she was explaining his soliloquy on life and
death, she had a fit of coughing. Her temperature was 98.4 last night. No fever. So
what was this? Something respiratory. She took a breath, closed her book, paper-
clipped her notes. The students filed out smiling at her, waving good-by as they
looked forward to the weekend. One tall, bulky student began to cough
uncontrollably. Paula took a step back. Had he been the one to give her the cold?
Or perhaps she had given it to him. A girl from class, Annie, walked up to him and
stroked his arm. She leaned in and whispered something, and he smiled. Paula
hadn’t noticed her being flirtatious before. Annie searched in her purse and
offered him a mint. She spider-walked her fingers up his arm and to his shoulder
and neck. She laughed. Paula thought she was one of the smartest students in the
class, and what did she see in this lummox, this handsome lummox, this coughing
lummox? Annie bumped her shoulder into his as they walked out the door. Paula
stared at them disapprovingly, enviously. She shouldn’t have cared. Lovers in
springtime, the only pretty ring-time. The weather would break, and the April
showers would bring May flowers.
Heather stayed behind, fumbling with her backpack, putting away her notebook
and pen. She hadn’t brought her book. Would she ask for an extension on the
paper that was due? The topics were madness and sanity in Hamlet or family
relationships in the play. Probably Heather wouldn’t turn the paper in. She would
ask for an Incomplete at the end of the course. Paula coughed, fixed her eyes on
her. “Heather, what happened?” The girl slumped, folded in on herself. Her hair





She probably would say she couldn’t drop the class, that she was on probation this
semester or that she needed the class for graduation or that her paper was on a
computer that crashed. “Heather, what happened?”
Heather cleared her throat, shook her head. “I don’t know. My dad was diagnosed
with ALS. I don’t know.” She tapped her fingers together and slowly released the
hands into the empty air. “It was seventeen months ago. I don’t know.”
Paula swallowed a cough. She took a step back. “I’m sorry.” Outside the window,
the breeze ruffled the leaves; one leaf floated away. “I’m so sorry.”
Heather looked away. She pulled at the hem of her t-shirt. “He’s a shell of what he
was. Mom is planning his funeral. His friends and co-workers come by. He drives a
FedEx truck. Used to. He’s only fifty-two.” She teared up. “I’m sorry.” She crumpled
a tissue and wiped at her eyes. “I didn’t mean to cry.”
Paula reached her hand out and let it hover in the air. She lightly touched the
shoulder seam of Heather’s t-shirt. She brought her hand back to her side.
Heather wiped her eyes and straightened. “We–Mom and I–are planning his
memorial service. He chose the music. His favorite song is ‘Mr. Bojangles.’ I need
to find a poem. Can you think of a poem? He used to play the guitar. Not anymore
though. Can you think of a poem?”
Paula was the expert. Her mouth opened and closed. She clasped her hands over
her stomach, as if the insides were unreeling out.
She wanted to help this wounded girl, this father’s child. But there were no words.
There was only, yes, Chekhov felt this, Shakespeare felt this, Emily Dickinson. You
are not alone, and this is the only consolation. Maybe that was enough. It would
have to be enough.
She didn’t say that. “I’ll try to come up with some poems,” she said. “I’ll bring copies
next time.”
“He’s such a good guy. He loves Mom and me and Princess. Princess is our dog.
Dad chose her at the shelter because she has only one eye, but she gets around
fine. We’ve had her eight years–since I was twelve She romps around and then
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keeps Dad company. She loves Dad, sits on the floor next to him. Dogs have good
hearing. She can hear if Dad needs something, even if she’s in the next room. He
likes to sit next to the window and watch the birds in the bird feeder he put up. I
fill the bird feeder. That’s my job. The squirrels eat most of the seeds.” She snorted
and shook her head like a wise granny, accepting, accommodating. “He can’t talk
anymore, but he smiles. He used to tell jokes.” She raised her hand to her throat
over her voice box and looked up at the ceiling and around the room. Her open
eyes were large and blue like those of a Madonna searching for her child, but as if
all along she knew his fate. She clicked her tongue.
Paula heard a siren in the distance, the shrill whistle of an ambulance speeding to
help someone.
Heather rushed to the window and stopped at the desk in front of it, her back to
Paula, her red t-shirt against the gray air. The ambulance had driven on, the siren
pulsing away into the distance. “Why is this happening to us? Did I do something
wrong?” She turned around and giggled. “I’m such a dope. He said, no, back when
he could talk, that I was fine, that there was nothing to forgive. I borrowed his car
and was in an accident. Only a fender bender, but it cost eight hundred dollars.”
She smoothed her wet hair. Her hand trembled. “He just forgave me.” She flicked
her hand as if there were drops of water on it. “I don’t care about school so much
anymore. But I’m doing it for him. It’s my job.” She rubbed her forehead as if to
erase the pain or remember more sins. “I’m lucky to have him.”
Paula nodded. “Is there anything I can do?” She knew, even as she said the
conventional words of sympathy, what the answer would be. The best that could
happen would be that Heather and her mother could get through this more or less
quickly to the other side without sinking, that they could rest and breathe air,
grow flowers, watch birds, eat dinner together. There were two of them. They
could help each other. The chance was possible. “It’s hard, I know.”
“Thanks.” Heather shook her head. “I have to go,” she said. “I’m on the swim team.”
She pulled a strand of hair in front of her nose. “My hair smells like chlorine.” She
sighed, stepped toward Paula and hugged her. Paula flinched in surprise and then
hugged this suffering child. Heather’s shoulders heaved.
“I’ll find some poems,” Paula said.





Outside the window a squirrel hopped across the greening lawn, tail loosely
curved, a fluffy flag sailing behind. On the trunk of the oak tree, another squirrel
ran straight up. Above them the sun was hidden by clouds, but the year was
moving toward summer.
Anxiety and expectation gleamed in Heather’s moist eyes.
“I’ll bring the poems,” Paula said.
Paula coughed a long, stuttering cough. This came from her heart, swirled around
her chest. She lowered her head and released a long, clear cough.
“I’m sorry you don’t feel well,” Heather said. “I saw you coughing in class. It
sounded painful. I haven’t caught a cold. I’m lucky, I guess.” She turned to her
backpack and pulled out a tissue and extended it to Paula.
Paula put it to her mouth, coughed again, but the spasm was mostly done. She
wiped her wet eyes. “Thank you.” The moisture made the world glare in spikes and
stars. She wiped that away and said thanks again as Heather buttoned her jacket,
walked toward the door. She was solid and straight-backed and gave a small wave.
In the distance, the siren receded far off and dim. A bird on a tree branch whistled
louder than the siren.
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The teacups on the shelf rattle as the train goes by. Les looks up from the
newspaper he’s reading at the kitchen table and watches the delicate cups vibrate
against each other. They were left to him when his mother passed away a few
years ago. One of them has a small chip on its small handle, and the blue glaze on
all of them has faded slightly. He resents that the only thing he inherited from her
was something fragile.  After the train passes, the cups are silent. He returns to
reading the newspaper.
Darren comes into the kitchen. Because he is very tall, he instinctively ducks as he
walks under the door frame.
“What you doing, Pop?” he asks.
Les doesn’t look up from the newspaper. “What does it look like?”
Darren goes to the stove and puts his hand on the side of the coffee pot. It’s cold.
He picks it up and listens to the sloshing of liquid. Sitting it back on the burner he
turns on the fire. He leans against the sink and watches the flames lick the bottom
of the pot.
“I start back to work at the mine on Monday,” he says. “The doctor says my broken
wrist is all healed.”
“That’s what I heard,” Les says, turning the page of the paper.
“I’ll be able to pay back the money I owe you in a few weeks,” Darren says. “I’d like
to get my own place first.”
Les says nothing.
Darren raises his hand and looks at his fingers. Coal has tattooed his fingers black.





Debra rolls over in bed and stares out the window at the hazy blue sky. A warm
breeze flowing through the slightly raised window brushes her pale face. She
opens her mouth and drinks in the breeze and feels the baby kick inside her. She
hears her other three children playing in the living room. Pangs of guilt
reverberate through her. She doesn’t want to take care of them, at least not today.
As her mother Matty comes into the bedroom she says, “It’s stuffy in here.”
Matty raises the window and stands in front of it for a moment, letting the breeze
toy with the thin cotton of her blouse. When she turns she sees Debra staring at
her.
“Are you going to get out of bed?” Matty asks.
“Eventually,” Debra says.
Matty leaves the window and at the dresser picks up Debra’s wood hairbrush. She
runs it through her loosely hanging gray hair, then tosses it onto the bed.
“You can’t stay in bed all the time,” she says. “What’s done is done.”
Debra kicks the sheet covering the lower part of her body. The brush falls from
the bed onto the hardwood floor. The sound of it is like that of a tree limb
snapping.
“I fed the children breakfast and lunch,” Matty says. “Your father won’t tolerate
me not being home to fix his dinner.”
Debra is suddenly aware of the ticking of the clock on the stand next to the bed.
It’s 1:30. She puts her arm across her eyes. Shutting it all out, even for just one day,
is all she wants. When she hears her mother leave the room, she uncovers her
eyes and stares at the crack in the ceiling.
 *
Black water drips down from the roof of the mine. Clarence lowers the hose, turns
it off, and shakes his head. The steel helmet he’s wearing slips back from his
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forehead. With the coal dust settled and the floor of the mine slick and spotted
with shallow puddles, he lays the hose on the ground and tugs on it three times
and watches as the hose is pulled away, like a retreating snake. He lifts the goggles
from his eyes, pulls the mask down from his mouth and nose, and takes in a deep
breath. His clothes are soaked. He removes his shirt and twists it in his big hands,
draining it of dirty water. The coolness of the mine causes goose bumps to form on
his exposed skin. He tucks his shirt into the waistband at the back of his pants and
leans against a wall.  He closes his eyes.  He tries to get the image of prison bars
out of his mind.
 *
Les stands on his front porch, raises the air rifle to his chest, and takes aim. He
pulls the trigger and smiles as the robin falls from the telephone wire onto the
street. He lowers the rifle.
“Stop shooting the birds,” Sarah yells from her porch across the street.
Les raises his right hand and shows her his extended middle finger, then opens the
screen door and goes in the house.  He leans the rifle against the wall by the door.
In the living room he sits on the sofa, picks up the remote, and turns on the
television. After turning to several stations, he turns down the sound and leans
back and puts his bare feet on the coffee table.
Matty comes in from the kitchen. “Didn’t you hear me calling?” she asks.
He shuts off the television. He stares at her as if she’s a stranger.
“Sarah said you’ve been shooting birds again,” Matty says.
“So?” he says.
“I didn’t even get the groceries out of the car and she came storming across the
street,” Matty says. “The only time she doesn’t need her walker is when she’s
coming to complain about something you’ve done.”
Les turns the sound on the television to very loud. He’s no longer looking at her.
Matty goes back into the kitchen. A ripped brown bag full of groceries is propping




she hears a train. Standing and kicking the empty bag out onto the deck, she closes
the door just as an engine pulling several empty coal cars passes by.
Putting the groceries on the table, she goes to the birdcage in the corner. It’s
hanging from a hook on a pole. Inside, her yellow canary, Libby, is sitting on a
wooden bar preening its feathers. Libby stopped singing a few months before.
Matty makes several clicking sounds with her tongue, trying to get the bird’s
attention. It does no good. Before turning away, Matty sees her face in the mirror
in the cage.
Matty puts her hand to her fingertips to her face and watching her reflection,
traces the wrinkles on her cheeks.
She can’t remember a time when her face didn’t look old.
 *
The ants inside the glass enclosure don’t react as Darren taps his fingers on it. At
least some of the ants are always in movement, running through the small tunnels
in the packed sand. On top of the sand there is a toy plastic silo and a photograph
of a farm is taped to the back panel of glass.
He sits on the floor and reaches beneath the bed and pulls out a shoebox. He takes
the lid off the box and sorts through the hundreds of nude pictures of men cut
from magazines. He unzips his pants.
 *
Clarence emerges from the mine in an elevator packed with other miners. He
squints as his eyes meet the bright sunlight. As he crosses the parking lot to his
truck, Jason Dibbs rests his hand on his shoulder.
“You up for a beer at Goldies?” Jason Dibbs asks.
Clarence doesn’t hesitate. “Sounds good,” he says.
He has known Jason Dibbs since grade school. Jason has always been called by his
full name, not just Jason. Clarence gets into his truck, puts the key in the ignition,
and turns it. He looks over at Jason Dibbs in his truck and gives him the thumbs up.
He speeds out of the lot, his back tires spitting gravel as he turns onto the road.
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Goldie’s is on the edge of town. It was once a gas station, garage, and small auto
parts warehouse. A billboard of a miner pushing a wheelbarrow filled with gold
stands near the road.  The front of the building has been painted with large gold
nuggets.  Clarence pulls into the parking lot and parks where the air pump used to
be. He reaches the door of Goldie’s just as Jason Dibbs pulls into the lot. Opening
the door, he’s met with the smells of beer and the remnants of automobile oil. Hay
and peanut shells carpet the floor. It’s crowded and noisy. He finds two stools at
the bar by the time Jason Dibbs comes in. Tacked on the wall behind the bar are
hundreds of photographs taken of miners in the mines.
Before coming to the bar, Jason Dibbs stops at the jukebox and puts coins in the
slot. As he sits next to Clarence he says, “Found something before our time, but
appropriate.”
“What?” Clarence asks.
“Meatloaf’s ‘Bat out of Hell,’” Jason Dibbs says.
“Hell yeah,” Clarence says as he slams his palm down on the bar. “Hit us up,
barkeep.”
 *
Sitting in the worn overstuffed chair in the living room, Debra reads the paragraph
in the novel for the third time. The words are like candy cotton that melts in her
brain. She shifts uncomfortably and tries to contain her rage. Her swollen ankles
are propped up on an ottoman. Bunting is sticking out of the top. Through the
front plate glass window she can see bugs swarming about the lit streetlights. The
house is quiet.
When Clarence opens the front door and stumbles in, she wants to jump from the
chair and strike him with both fists. She throws the novel across the room. It
knocks a small empty goldfish bowl from a stand. The bowl breaks into pieces as it
hits the floor.
“Where have you been?” she says, holding back the urge to scream.




The aroma of beer carries from him to Debra.
“It’s one thirty in the morning,” she says. “What if it was time?”
“Time for what?” he slurs..
Debra points to her swollen abdomen. “Time for me to have this baby boy.”
“I’m sorry,” he mumbles.
“After causing that accident here you are drunk again. You never learn,” she says.
Debra slowly stands. “My parents want to go to the cemetery tomorrow. It’ll be
your last chance to go with us for the next three years and I want to go.” She goes
into the bedroom and locks the door.
Clarence lies down and rolls onto his side, facing the back of the sofa. He puts his
arms up over his head as he begins to sob.
 *
As the first rays of morning sun comes through the plastic curtains, Darren opens
his eyes and looks around. Nothing in the room has changed since he was in high
school. The five unpacked cardboard boxes stacked in the corner are the only
addition. They are filled with his belongings. The light blue wallpaper with the
small locomotives is faded and peeling. His high school diploma is in a black frame
and hangs on the wall above his dresser. On one wall there are several family
photos in cheap gold frames. He stands behind and towers over the others in the
pictures. On a shelf above the dresser is a silver plastic trophy he won in a spelling
bee in tenth grade. His name isn’t on the trophy. It simply has the words “First
Place” printed in gold on its black base.
He kicks off the sheet that is covering him and sits on the edge of the bed. His skin
has turned gray from the years spent working in the mine. He presses his finger
into the white skin of his thigh just to be sure it’s only his imagination. He goes to
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Les grips the steering wheel exactly at the 9 and 3 o’clock position. The landscape
along both sides of the road is hilly and covered with dying grass. The few houses
on either side are old and weather beaten. Single large oak trees stand like
sentinels every few miles.
Matty is holding her black patent leather purse in her lap. She repeatedly snaps
and unsnaps the gold buckle at its top. She’s wearing her best summer dress. It’s
light purple with small bright red rosebuds printed on the pleated skirt. There is a
dark purple belt around her waist. The wind coming in through the open window
makes the collar dance around her neck.
“You okay back there, Debra?” she asks, without turning her head.
“I’m fine, Mom,” Debra says. She’s seated between her husband and brother.  “Just
slow down a bit when you get to the railroad tracks, Dad,” she says. “The bumping
is uncomfortable.”
Darren and Clarence look out their open windows.
At the railroad tracks Les speeds up. The car bounces up and down.
Turning off the main road onto a gravel road, Les slows the car. Maple trees line
both sides of the road. He stops the car a few feet from an iron gate. Darren gets
out and unhooks the chain around the post and swings the gate open. There is no
sign indicating they are entering a cemetery. Les drives through and continues for
a hundred yards and stops the car. Headstones stick up out of the tall grass.
Darren closes the gate and walks slowly to the car. He kicks at the gravel. His large
shoes quickly cover with dust.
“Here we are,” Matty says merrily, as if they are about to go into an amusement
park. As she gets out of the car she says to her husband, “You getting out? They’re
your parents.”
Les stares straight ahead, his hands on the steering wheel as if he’s still driving.
Matty closes her door and begins walking among the headstones.
Darren opens the back door and helps Debra climb out. He closes the door and the




Without turning, Les says, “When they coming for you?”
“Tomorrow morning, first thing,” Clarence says.
“You scared?” Les says.
“Shitless,” Clarence says.
Watching his family through the dirty windshield, Les says, “Just think of it as
being in a mine where you can’t get out of for three years.”
 *
Matty pulls clumps of grass from the front of a headstone shaped like the biblical
tablet of the Ten Commandments. On one section of the tablet is the name
Marion Haskell. On the other is the name Ezra Haskell. Beneath their birth and
death dates is the inscription, “In holes of the earth and of the rocks. Job 30:6.”
Darren and Debra walk up behind Matty.
“We should come out here more often to take care of their grave site,” Matty says.
“Why?” Darren says. “Dad doesn’t care what happens to it.”
Matty runs her hand across her forehead, smudging it with dirt. “His father was a
hard man. The only time his father was happy was when he was down in the
mines.”
“They’re a lot alike,” Debra says. “I don’t think I’ve seen Dad smile once since his
retirement.”
“Mining is in the Haskell blood,” Matty says. “It goes back several generations.”
 *
In the middle of the night Debra rolls onto her side, facing Clarence. She places her
hand on his bare chest and feels the beating of his heart. He turns his head, gazes
at her.
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“How you going to get along while I’m in prison?” he asks.
“I’m stronger than you think,” she says. “Maybe while you’re in there you can learn
to stay sober.”
He stares up at the ceiling. “Maybe.”
 *
Les is at the table when Darren comes into the kitchen. He’s sipping coffee from
one of his mother’s teacups.
“You’re up early, Pops,” Darren says.
“Woke up thinking I had to be somewhere,” Les says. “You ready for work?”
“Yep, I guess so,” Darren says. “Why are you drinking out of Grandma’s tea cups?”
“Why not?” Les says.
Darren goes to the stove and picks up the coffee pot, gingerly touches its side. He
takes one of the teacups and pours coffee into it. A wisp of steam wafts up from
the liquid. He gulps it down. He places the empty teacup in the sink.
“Later, Pops,” Darren says as he leaves.
“Remember to keep your head down,” Les says.
 *
Darren is crowded in with other men on the elevator as it descends into the mine.
He can see the tops of their helmets. He holds his breath as if diving underwater.
The electric lights in the mine shaft replace the light of day.
 *
Matty is on the front porch. She sees Sarah coming out of her house using her
walker and waves to her.  The mine’s emergency siren begins to blare.
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I sit on Amy’s bed, staring at the tree-shadows making patterns on the walls, while
Amy lies curled in the fetal position, consciously or subconsciously imitating
what’s inside her. She’s three months along, at the point where most mothers-to-
be start spreading the happy news to friends and family: We’re pregnant! Due in
January! Amy’s text to me, though, had come early, stark in its use of the first
person: I’m pregnant. I’m fucked. We’re twenty-five, unemployed grad students
staring down undergrad loans, wondering where the last decade went—mooning
over boys in high school, studying abroad in college, grabbing hold of our first jobs
and then coming away empty-handed when the economy tanked. This isn’t my
baby, but fucked is a description I understand.
The radio’s playing in the living room, soft and boppy, and I recognize the
Counting Crows. —I always think they’re singing about ‘hysterically beautiful
women,’ I say. —Women so gorgeous they’d send men into fits.
Amy stares at me blankly. Her face is drenched in sweat, her dark eyes huge. She
looks on the verge of hysteria herself, the kind that used to get women confined to
their four-posters. Womb-sickness, doctors called it. By strict definition, Amy
would qualify: she throws up every fifteen minutes, retching until her stomach has
nothing left to give and then retching some more. I hold her thick, black hair away
from the vomit. Amy has always been the beautiful princess; I make a plain but
competent lady-in-waiting.
—Read to me, she says, waving a listless hand at her prenatal care book. —Tell me
this phase passes. Tell me it passes quickly.
The book lies between us, open to pictures of hale and hearty pregnant women,
none hunched over a toilet. I flip through pages and we look on as these models of
maternity sit in chairs and stand near sinks and knit sweaters. Amy curls herself a
little more tightly and I hate these book-women a little more thoroughly, with an
instinctual passion. No one can be as perfect as the women shown here:




be stupid for me, who has none of those things, to compare myself to the woman
on page twenty, who’s explaining the impending baby to her older child. But I
know that when I go back to my own room, Amy will turn the pages herself,
wondering why something as simple as standing upright has turned into a
Sisyphean task.
—I want an abortion, she says.
I snap the book closed. —Say the word, I tell her. —We’ll get in the car. I’ll take you
to…
It’s my turn to wave my hand vaguely. I’m not sure what facilities are nearby, how
many clinics remain now that funding’s been cut.
—Or maybe I don’t, Amy says, after a minute.
She fingers a small silver cross around her neck, a gift from her father in the year
after her mother’s death. She’s mentioned church to me once or twice since she
lost her part-time barista job, and I remember how it used to be when we were
little: a sea of white faces, mine and my family’s and Amy’s father’s among them,
and then Amy, whose dead mother had been Japanese. The other kids pulling at
the corners of their eyelids when they saw her, knowing our Sunday school
teachers wouldn’t catch them but forgetting the damage Amy and I could inflict
with a well-aimed elbow or fist. I’d stopped wearing my own silver cross when we
were in college. I thought Amy had, too.
—I’d feel like a failure, she says.
—You’re not a failure, I say.
I watch the shadow-patterns on the walls break apart as wind whips through the
trees outside. Amy’s room is pastel-pink and white, a paint job better suited to a
nursery than the bedroom of a full-grown woman; she’d decorated when this
place had belonged to her and her boyfriend, before he’d moved out and I’d moved
in. It had only taken that one text—I’m pregnant. I’m fucked.—to set that chain of
events in motion.
—Yes, she says, —I am.
—You and me both.
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She doesn’t ask me to elaborate. She already knows; we’ve always shared secrets.
At ten, we shielded our parents from the bullying and comeuppances that
happened at Sunday school, wiping the tears from Amy’s face and devising new
ways to explain the bruises on our elbows and knuckles. At twenty, we slurred the
names of boys we’d slept with, drunk with shame and anger because self-
proclaimed Nice Guys had convinced us that climbing on top and doing all the
work was a form of female empowerment.
And then at twenty-four, doctors had found something wrong with my uterus,
something that interrupted the life I’d planned with the truly nice guy I’d finally
found. The hysterectomy took less time than I’d imagined: less time than it took
the nice guy to decide he didn’t want to be with a womb-less woman, less time
than it had taken my body to rid itself, pre-operation, of the tiny cells that had
begun to gather and form into a new generation. I can’t get pregnant anymore, I’d
texted Amy afterward. I feel fucked. She’d stayed at my place while I sobbed my
way through a weekend, the both of us wishing that this was something we could
physically fight, take out behind the Sunday school room and threaten until it gave
into our joint willpower, if only for a week. And then I’d pieced my feelings back
together and moved on, because with no job, no income, no man, and no womb,
there was no other choice.
I re-open the prenatal care book to a collage of beautiful women spreading their
pregnancy news to their loved ones. When I look more closely, though, the women
in these photos seem not quite right. Their smiles are all the same, lips tight over
their teeth, as if they’re reining in their own womb-sickness. The women present
this smile to husbands, doctors, and friends, who smile back and tell them they’ll
be wonderful mothers.
But Amy does not look more closely.
—It wouldn’t be failing, I say.
She rolls onto her back and joins me in watching the shadows dance. —Ignore me,
she says, finally. —I’m being hysterical. Keep reading.
The women in the photos have regained their composure, and I think about
slamming the cover shut, throwing the book out a window, and then packing my
things: no job, no income, no man, no womb, and now no home, no best friend. But




—This passes, I tell her.  —This passes quickly.
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smell it through the fabric
does this building tell you nicely how to enter
i put someone else’s napkins in my cup
before i leave
am i a one
who comes forth
undoing its center
am i a let
the lavish bitches
kiss it in the places
in these spring shoes
then foxed
in the gleaming aperture
am i a thinly plate its closest boundary
the name
means one who is natural
am i the name which means a having
of diverse partitions           so you want me
as a bare species




the world of flying motor projects






i just want an order of remove
the ash on the wind is from the paper mill
and so is the smell
i blow you a kiss
and it sails the fine river of the air
very hardy
and arrives
what can i stop the breach in me
with
can i use your hair
can i use your scarf
can i use your permission
and your rarest sounds
i’m wasteful
an affordance
and the shape of a wide, inadequate, dam
in your house i imagine you lie panting
no i don’t
in your house i’m sure you turn the drapery on
as though it were responsive, or knew its states
like they ran a legible circuit
up there
or a current
we are made with real flowers, in our prospect
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we are a hot boat seat on the river of love
and continuance
do you like it? i made it
do you like it? it’s of! it’s of! it’s of!
light streams off the event/i want to put ALL the
snakes in that box
extreme fun
fiction of the located source
tricked from its mooring
“you see, you are free in the world”
says the world
you see i feed the crocodile
lost in its utter composure,
the hour approaches on padding feet
the hour finding true vertical
hour in its house of radix and delta
in its interim place  i invite it to stay         and we taxi into
each other each other  one more time at a  stupendous  /frolic/ 
pace
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I’d driven the golf-cart down some dark hallways. I’d forgotten my watershed. I
answered brain-fog plus all that I laundered. Small claims, raw stains—all diddled
away into quantum decoherence. More radio jive. I’m sorry we’re breaking up. I
broke out in hives. My phone’s a flippin’ piece of shit. Disremembering drum solo,
orgy. Plumb tuckered out, I straddled the overpass. Passed out. Trace fire, eating
lead paint, I’ve been doctored. I’ve been forged. Incorrigibly, I’ve yielded to the
flower girl—a whiplash of pigtails. I shotgunned my ride and slobbered home
Keystones. I elbowed each careerist and bellowed my body, my god, an electric
meter using up its own volts. My scribbled to-do list, cribbed from some bucket-
heads, echoes stuffed dodo-birds, no—scratch that, Dada bards. After you fill out
more paperwork, please see the phrenologist on staff. In the topiary mazes,
flummering and riots were once all the rage. Now paleo diets with accessories,
snowballed and gagged. Then, ditto the whams from cave men or cads. I weaned
my dead lizard off worms. He’s a kissing booth for crickets. A maggot once
referred to whimsical music. A dalliance, my lad. A gossip like baby teeth, like
three-day old canned tuna salad, yet impossibly beautiful as a blue chip portfolio.
An olio is a kind of mixed soup. What’s more uppity than the rare, noble gasses? So
sure, I still read my future in lines at discount big boxes, in lines that are in store
for me on other’s sad faces. One sigh soon twigs into innumerable thoughts. I just
held my Orange Crush and watched the marquis sled away with his belovéd
squirrel, the kind of pet one kept in the 19th century. After thirty, the bartender
confided, desperation is no longer seen as seductive, which retrospectively it
dawns on me was given as unsolicited advice. You cross the embankment, the
local economy floats on rent parties and cash-checking joints. Our brainwork
bruises like an avocado, so keep your seed in. Oh, sunlit cascades of snarled hair—
whispers through underfeathers, blitzkriegs in china shops: bull sessions rocking
where tourists watched terrorists occupy blocks. Go bicker with trolls whose
truisms soon tucker out. How I could bottle and market your drool! High rises
from which rose petals settle down to a zero are proving grounds for belated
building booms which prove nothing. Congratulations: you’ve filled out on-line
surveys about your culture’s ritual humiliation tactics. Doddering nubes repealing
Dodd-Frank. Snake oil greasing the cogs; false teeth at each ticklish point. And I
bet you’re a nudist under those clothes. The doorman excuses me, both coming
and going, with each revolution, hoping I’ll get smashed in the jamb; but I’m
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smashed all the time. I’ve soiled the jacuzzi room. National pride for sticking to my
land. My landing, I mean: yours and mine. Landmine. Walk/don’t walk, dingdong
and blink, another dinky sing-a-long in this sensory deprivation chamber. We’re
on the qui vive in the toxic dreamscape of Hoboken-lush skies. Let’s ditch this
place for the thrust stage, masquerade in get-rich-quick fur-lined tax breaks. The
oppression baked in, as history’s a bridge held together by rust and noosed ropes.
People like plastic on an urban planners’ grey chip board. I wasn’t a bear so much
as a beard. Woo-ha, grab your bayonets and six-packs for another war
reenactment! Why that—that’s my Arvo Párt ringtone. Are you gonna eat the
gristle, cowpoke, cause if you’re not. . . Soon, whole years blacked out, as if magic-
markered, declassified. The posthumous nothing that’s never enough comes into
focus, but slowly, but slowly. Whizz of interference from magnetic resonators,
satellite playback, snapshot close-ups from fly-bys over flyover states, an
unrelenting buzz, a nonstop ringing in your head like a drone.
WILL CORDEIRO has work appearing or forthcoming in Best New Poets, Copper
Nickel, DIAGRAM, Nashville Review, Poetry Northwest, Zone 3, and elsewhere.







A hand fans the coals
to make a fire to make raw meat
edible. Another hand
hangs idly by.
Their life is a camera
hung on a swing in the woods.
Like a switchboard it captures
the sun in increments. The stream
is an unerring backwards
clock-face. Two legs propel
themselves towards a ball.
The ball is a watermelon named
“ball.” The woods are a painting.
Naming is one way
to understand a thing. The fire
is roaring or at least it’s usually
roaring. There is a smell called jasmine
and an air called summer. The birds
make sex or they make war.
The hands are interested too.
They hold themselves out
to be invited inside.
SUZANNE HIGHLAND is a native of Florida currently living in New York, where 
she teaches writing in public high schools and at CUNY. She has a BA from Florida 
State University and an MFA from Hunter College, where she was a recipient of 
the Miriam Weinberg Richter Memorial Award. She has also been awarded 
fellowships or prizes from The Community of Writers at Squaw Valley and 
Vermont Studio Center, and her poetry has been published or is forthcoming in 
Cosmonauts Avenue, Bone Bouquet, No, Dear, and LEVELER, among others. Visit 
her at suzannehighland.com
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“I say / the word love / knowing the word / fails . . .”
with a title from lines by Gil
Ott
that parts of us are dead     dying       died
I say the hound dog in my mouth
is neither dog nor        mouth
but a cruel case of love           Love of               the world
and its way     To stay     Or try the sinking        rain              October
air        Leaves left as death-   scent  Word or
words made     whole  fractured death
of the tongue-stung I said I say
love as a way to hold love     though it
falls     sending September away        Love of hickory
leaf      Of elm             Ironwood’s strong riveting bark and  branch
light when all the green goes gone  The hound mouth
is sound              delight Hear my heart gone       howl
Hear leaves in the        throat   Fluttering            wind
in the way words work to loosen and ooze       Resin
scent in the rosin ground         Hound snout water-witching
the wind          Please            the leaves     Please my throat           Ease
the falling failure in the flailing  word                            What hound




a mouth?  So it came and went and want and gone
A home we built         a home we held           Hardwood trees
in the damp coon holler          In the hollow mouth     Down the ravine-
rain running red           Blood of  sycamore sap              Of an Indiana black willow
grasp of wind     Walnut-ground—in the walnut  sound—broken yet
whole       the way love falls       opening           its seed self     unto the tongue,
saying we too might thrive       aside       athwart the pulsing
pods    Gorgeous hound in the gorgeously warm       secret       dog-channels of the
chest
Desire = Pain (What Our Words Do)
Based on a photo of a beagle placed inside an exhibit of jaws cut out of a 900-
pound shark caught in Bodega Bay, California, July 27, 1959
In mathematics, you don’t treat any number with favoritism.
In words, test my mouth out with soup. Perturb the parasite beating below the
tongue.
Diagnosis: Ninth bursal ray shorter than tenth
 Buccal capsule ratio 1:2.6-3.2
Near the Greasy Grass River, that place the final victors—defeated for once—
called the Little Big Horn.
Pity our insides. The parts of ourselves we call uncle. The star we call scar.
Diagnosis: External corona with more th.an eight elements
 Vaginal short
 Coronal elements small
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Now all I have is my life.
Now, count the jaw bone. The treacherous teeth. The husk of a mouth cut out of a
900-pound shark, placed as a prop around the frightened beagle-hound.
Remember the dog you loved? The person in the mirror once loving you
unconditionally?
There’s a yellow thread we follow to the curve. The sixty-three-day gestation of a
hound.
Dear hound-dog intention of the world. Once I loved my life.
Diagnosis: Sublingual glands 13-16% of total body length
Diagnosis: longispiculum
Diagnosis: My own tongue eating my mother-mouth (moutho-sporia)
Hound dog. Hound-dog blame. Hound dog bleating blat your sheep.
What of the ocean does it scent, even in the non-stirring mouth? In the teeth, alert
but unhinged?
Sleep comes in many storms. One way to find your life is to mimic the rain. Until
you find in yourself a godly sorrow.
We lived by what our words did and did not do. Inside the dog bones we ate. Inside
our relaxed, twitching need for sleep.
This photo is nothing but a dog shadow. The stillness therein. Words asking words
the wordly way out.
: Ratio of vulva position to total body length 1:3
: Ratio of female tail length to total body length 1:10
: Ratio of one’s desire to female body length 1:1
In favoritism, you don’t treat any number mathematically.




GEORGE KALAMARAS, former Poet Laureate of Indiana (2014-2016), is the
author of fifteen books of poetry, eight of which are full-length, including Kingdom
of Throat-Stuck Luck, winner of the Elixir Press Poetry Prize (2011), and The
Theory and Function of Mangoes, winner of the Four Way Books Intro Series
(2000). He is Professor of English at Indiana University-Purdue University Fort
Wayne, where he has taught since 1990.
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The radiator’s hard gills have balanced atop them a board for more counterspace, 
so my kitchen functions lavishly. Early beyond the window, where the sun skips 
leaf crests across the driveway, teenage vitality strolls to first period. I tell you this 
because when the morning’s coffee blooms in its grinder to an exhilirating shizz 
beating on my neck like a grasshopper, our purpled street bricks are lovely like 
they also needed permission for that. Taking two ways up the alder ridge, one 
when indomitable snowbanks still the usual narrow road, means I’ve heard the 
second most birdcalls of anywhere I’ve ever lived. I was about to try to tell you 
something about silence: that we must keep it a nest for those around, so a quiet 






Reciprocal captor, human heart.
It matters where you’re standing,
we call this perspective and go
simple at one who quarries
themself: names, faces to ask
what does it tick for? How am I
strong? Eyes lifted on sky’s blue
nothingness, ask now, in fear
of your walls, if my face is among
these. I want to die making my
bed in the morning, before coffee. 
Most won’t die full and I don’t wish 
to either. Take the life of a mayfly.
TAYLOR MICKS is a writer from Columbus, OH living in Urbana, IL where he is
completing an MFA at the University of Illinois. His poems have been nominated
for a Pushcart Prize and have recently appeared in Vallum, Ninth Letter,
DIAGRAM, The Dunes Review, and elsewhere.
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If I toss my teeth into the sewage
lightbulb your fist
of yellow glass
if flies maggot the meat toilet
a swarm of fingernails
blacks out the sun and breaks its kneecaps
I will purchase an electric infant
if the stone is red
your thumb has been eaten by a goat
I grind our fingers
to a torch
if the priest opens his mouth
in underwater caves
if the next tree is hollowed out
crop of tongues hung to dry
if the dog barks backwards into a grave
I have eaten wax and the floods
take me
maggots rise to the lake
if we slice off the top of every mountain
the road bends toward sunlight
a moon chews my face
if a seagull swallows a forest
on every rooftop we will carve
our names in our mother




Facts about the Train
Every afternoon
frogs will be boiled
at twelve o’clock     Touching
is prohibited     with the exception
of eggs     The soup cart
will not deliver during moon hour
for fear of searing
Searing is prohibited
Apples cost a nickel
and a bushel
Nickels are free
Bushels cost a dollar
and an apple
If you find the bullet
please return it
to the clown’s mouth
where it can properly
transubstantiate
Fire exits can be found
in the flames
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Hospitality Mandates for the Modern Host
Fill a bowl with vodka
for your guests
to sanitize their feet
upon entering
swallow
seven red pills and a penny
to stay warm
cram a horse
into the furnace     toss mice
through a ring
hanging from the ceiling     fall
and weep
every fifteen minutes     rub sage
under your eyelids     slice
the cushions
pull out the stuffing
from between your ears     shine a spotlight
on the worms
beneath your toenails
DEREK ANNIS is a poet from Spokane, Washington. He holds an MFA from 
Eastern Washington University, and his work has appeared or is forthcoming in 
The Gettysburg Review, Missouri Review: Poem of the Week, The Colorado 






Poem in which two trans boys take their first marital
dance in the water
To see the ocean through 
the shark’s gills you must 
have put yourself in his mouth. 
This is not victim blaming, but instead
an admittance of kink. The ocean
is not your home, and to be eaten
there fulfills many dark hungers. The way
a gill opens to both succumb
and to breathe is so vaginal, isn’t it?
At night, my partner checks my glands
to assess my health and my readiness
to inhale water. Finally, I am ready
to become what I wasn’t.
On the benefits of learning by example
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I’m always writing about heavy things: headstones, 
fathers, a feather painted with blood. Below the equator 
bats are boiling in the night sky. I know this is the product 
of global heat, humans, but all I remember is my father 
taking bat after bat from the night sky with a BB gun. 
The first thing I ever learned is that it’s not hard 
to kill. He held them together,
dead in his hands and rolling like tiny red plums. 
When I fall in love with my partner it’s as fast 
as a downed bird, smooth and in 
 a tail spin. 
Our queer bodies are not meant to live
together, in such blood red 
harmony. But some sins are more sinful than others. 
Sodom and Grace are all wrapped up 
in the backwoods and yes, I will always be loving 
my partner just like this—soft 
and dusted in Pennsylvania dirt. As far 
as I walk from my roots, they grow to reach—
and that teaches me everything 
I need to know about being good. 
KAYLEB RAE CANDRILLI is author of What Runs Over with YesYes Books. They 
serve as an assistant poetry editor for BOAAT Press and live in Philadelphia with 







here lies the pythoness resigned to piledrive toward a new body, anesthetized. 
doctor-gods, hear my cry. resuscitate these age-old horror stories like a double-
sexed child underneath the knife, parents standing back terrified some 
otherworldly alter-ego might go bump in their binary night. in this dimension, 
before the world formed, the nurses chanted out their sterile windows to the 
streets, an uninterrupted cacophony of teeth, but eventually the seeds of 
juxtaposing beasts combined to forge the moon new horns, the seasons’ warring 
warmths, the sordid orphans we call ‘angels’ wailing for what would ever after 
halve beyond repair: glitter fish from gutter bird, pearl from oyster, puckered boy 
from suckered girl. in the suckling stage, they may strike you the same, but soon 
enough the surgeon demands a decision, each incision a distinction between 
tumor and lesion, between the multifarious deformities of windward and leeward 
demons
girl, self-determined
i want to be that lone songbird first to know it’s morning
to prophesy the sky’s fall sans a single storm cloud
or the divining rod of a coxswain. o dim sinnery
of the underworld, disinherit this my reproductive meat,
my intravenous morphine stream, hooked on histrionics
and the will to grow new wings. with this slice of the knife
between the knees i prune back all the moody brutes
i have no room to humor anymore, the briny brood
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of porcelain insects and egg sacs demanding ransom
or else threatening to turn blue–what hubris it must take,
they’ll say, to play god under the shade of a replacement
palisade, to adopt a different name, saving invasive species
in a vase to later plant in spades. during the surgery
the doctors see there is a river flowing inside of me
insisting i never swim the same self twice
eclipsing literal cells with a figurative sea-swell
in which the river’s telos tells me, don’t turn back
i am but a toady ocean, you the infidel
DYLAN KRIEGER is an automatic meaning generator in south Louisiana, where
she earned her MFA at LSU and now sunlights as a trade magazine editor. Her
debut collection, Giving Godhead (Delete Press, 2017), was one of only three
books of poetry to appear on the New York Times Book Review’s list of “100
Notable Books of 2017.” She is also the author of dreamland trash (Saint Julian
Press, 2018), no ledge left to love (Ping-Pong Free Press, forthcoming), and an
autobiographical meditation on the Church of Euthanasia called The Mother






NEVER PLAYED LADY MACBETH
Kristina Martino
I never regressed so much, / I never perfected / my recollections
with madness, / I never / invested in such / a good dagger. / Of the attack,
I never had a knack / for lessening the blow. / I never
believed in the augur’s / low tactical palm-thrusted / tut-tuts.
Nor the church’s girth. / It doesn’t matter. / I’ll never dodge / the here-
after. / I’m not / here / much longer. / I’ll be / re-
conquered. / Of the living and the dead, / I’ve been mongrel-
haggard / but never madder / than a punched pillow, near-punched mirror,
hapless screams. / I am a woman who should shatter /
or so / those with their looking glasses should think, / I should
think. / But, well, I never. / I never sought to make marauder and monarch
synonymous, never got so conglomerate with lawlessness,
never felt intolerably autonomous nor acrimonious with self-made
luck / or ceremonious reign-and-fall, / never got mind-fucked by the face
powder of power. / I’ve always / been small. / I’ve always
been appalled at the applause after my dress rehearsal, after the gall
of gall when one says All told, Exeunt, or Halt! / I half-picked / the ultimate
vault. / I’m still here. / Fin! Fin! (a cin-cin to the end, cheery
in drear, my dear.) / But I’ve not faltered by way of the bane of a blood-
stain, / the bled like hand-held alarm-bells compelling the bulk of the digits
to resist themselves, to desist their very mind and body. /
Never embedded such a glitch in my system / as to be a happy person.
But / I’m just / as joyous / as such. / Flourish. Flourish. / I refurbish the lavish
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cloud loud within me with a heave-ho only I can hear, / feel.
How fair-foul a vow as fanfare to the ear, / this being here. / Freer
than air with a deadweight peal / with a tearstain purity, / the trumpet
intensive (intensest with two bells to the eardrum and
a snare) makes this most imprisonable blare, / a crass brass so /
unbirdlike / when coiled human tongues heighten the brute near-farness
of all things earthen, blurt-driven, life-deathening, a silence
a silence turned bright and ashen harkens—an announcement!—some-
one’s here! / Something’s here! / With a brow-tiered anticipation, / the very
air
is elevated to a ghost-voice with an open gate. / You await /
the reveal—we love a veil—an appearance both revered and feared. /
The sheer leer of the puppeteer behind her string station, her drowning
jeer, her elation and lucid motions, / lake-like, / eye-like, /
listless and clear as a glass veneer / but jerky: / this is what we see, this
is what we feel. / But I’m just / the messenger, / sans angel, / the deliverer
of plot, of pleas, red flag, white flag, surrenderer of / lines…
lines where a lie could lay, / a humbug or a whole or half-truth / a loose
version, / a truce or an excuse con brio, or brief: a death sentence, a pardon. /
In them could be a place holder for thy kingdom to come. /
The aftertaste is a divine rite. / To say: Thy kingdom’s come. Come
and claim it. / I could spark the harem of a battle hymn where everybody
sings, / where everybody still in-ex-haling joins in. / I could
ring / the end of war in / if it’s in the cards, / if it’s in the books, / or
the vaunting livid-billowing machine of the pre-gifted albeit / blur-laden
future,
quick in gain. Quick: The future’s gaining, ragged with rapture,
binoculared in circular clear muddle: beginning / middle / middle/ middle
(the melody’s here) (the calamity’s here) middle / middle / middle / in and out




Or if it’s in the rooster’s claim to morning, I could claim the peace day’s calm
enclosure. / Enter Song. / The song makes its singers beatific evacuees, guests
of its breath. / They enter into it / It exits / lent gaps / structured
gasps / from the flapping vent of the lips, what’s heard exhibits a sashay /
a pause / a slash / a slash / (such is the art of the attack). A certain insignia can
make you an outcast / but breath redraws itself into a deft vapor,
into the cool air, into a plume of air, into the breadth of a single brethren.
If one listens in asylum with other f/ears sometimes all that’s left is
nondescript:
a dog whistle pitch wherein wordless feelings run adrift like a
rhythm that doesn’t exist. Peak season for fluff. Still you seek it. Still you
seek what seeks you: in mind: the role: she-wolf in violent seizure: prey vetted
via incisors, incisors as scrimitar / a scrimmage / (step back: a
pretty image) / felt fervently / but / pitted in indecision / but / in voice:
only half/delivered / slit / slit / and the vision is scissored. / This is the life of
the messenger: a lessor conveyor, par force, than the original
source. I repeat the message I’m given. I repeat the message I’m given. /
Yet what is the original source when, due course, I change the script? I never
really said it. That which makes me slick in itch, content with mere
existence. I never regaled the fidget, bifurcating in the background, half
harness, half I’m-here-ness/ which is always a lesson in lessness / this being
here / these losses / (fiat lux) (fiat lux) / Not an impetus, not a pox /
not a box (but it is a box) / I never really knew the word for it. / That which
makes me tick / that which makes me tick. / I never made a missive / so illicit /
as to say I want it: life with death, the decadence thereof. It’s not
a letdown (the leveler), not a lip sync of the suck from tit to mouth / but /
it’s sustenance, an osseous need. Is it not a zest to insist the obvious? I cannot
be queen. I cannot be golden-crowned and lace-choked. I can be
replaced. / I can be replaced. / I am commonplace / defaced by default
and faulted. / I have faltered, made my mark as hiccupy as a hoofprint in sand.
It’s insubstantial / stand-offish / unembossed / windswept. /
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All is a-toll / but no tocsin, no ring chase. Should my heartbeat be breached
by a bellwether, who can tell me? / This frippery equipoise / it’s chosen not
stolen / it’s posed in the precursor, the lure before the kill.
The lure before the (this is my living will) tripwire / I repeat: I never
made so liturgical the point of no return / never let such light heighten my
eyes with
embellished burn / never yearned to fear the lord / nor heed
the kill-joy of the seer / but Dear sirs: I’m still quite damned. / My soul
will never learn to haunt another (death toll: one) soul but itself: / ghost with
a safety belt, to be petulant / to be fey as an infrared or an x-ray
splaying into the next phase: All revelers / all fools / ruled and overruled
by time lined by the next scene / then the next-next scene: the main
characters /
all fools / try to elongate life in lifelong fashion. / The prologue pits
the main problem / (the conquistadors never hide in the chorus): /
Welcome to my pre-scripted song-as-scroll as it recalibrates the circadian
rhythm
with a stake in the heart—where, when—lickety split!
It’s all said, it’s all done. The rhetoric didn’t / doesn’t / stick. /
Redeemer, where are you? / Incarnate or flesh, I could care not. I’m hot with
it. / This treasonous seasoned need not to escape my allotted
seat. Hardly a highland, here. A halation, a cross-out, each line:
no halo. / All stochastic clot dropped into a dot dot dot…Life is all / other. But
all
are welcome. (Trapped.) Welcome. (Step back.) Welcome to
the world that will seek to weed you out. (Blast force / wordless riot
of the final act.) / The mind, rather, with its infinite marginalia, is fated to make
a maelstrom of what the body does. It Invocates / divulges / deluges /
misfires its fiery influence. The maelstrom makes its own momento mori /





tornado or war / either way, I’m torn. / I’m tackled by a terror:
to tear or to tear/ to fare and to be fair / (re-fanfare in the clear air /
error / heir to over-bearings) / to bare or to bear them / threadbare / to be
barren /
snare or be ensnared / pare and be paired with: a dare or despair /
the thoroughfare leads to somewhere and nowhere / but which way
to get there / an elsewhere / warfare or prayer/ all to pale while impaled: this
is
normal everyday terror. When it seizes, its blare dematerializes
any ecclesiastical inclinations like earth-clockwork. / Dear skull-in-hand,
please hold me / trundled, entombed. / Dear heirloom, you are not a crown.
You are not so golden-wared or rare. / Dear mind, step back
and let me remind you: you are in a mind: you are in a mind but not
mine: this is my living will: coddled / conciliatory / entremored / tickled with
trepid
ease: this fortress between keeping in and keeping out, a quietus
and a spout / insatiable as a bastion / my castle’s crenellations /
do they make me safer? / The grey in marble curses the pearl / whirls inward
yet /
the material’s always rough around the edges / undefined
as finery to the sun-blind and to the blind. / I never regressed
enough. I’ve never made a definition of man by subtracting woman, never
been so
behooven to the divine rite / of the diviner’s first rib. / Never been
so residual an empress / never been an empress / ritual and miraculous /
instead a mere dividend of forgettable sex / wedded to the devil-sent /
heaven-lent
neutral ring of my birth. / Of my death, I haven’t rehearsed yet.
In the end scene, all I want is a horse to enter the forest. No encoded
scriptures / no crypt / no mourners / no remorse. This is my will living as if it
were
rich enough to be amorphous. / Dear skull-in-head, please
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dispel me   /(no climax until after the fact)/
Bellowing bell / echo / eggshell /
The quelled wind                       of the palanquin
I’m not saddled to such Imperial travel
I’ve always had a reverence for hoofbeats
but their beat has a heat which must repeat,
a remembrancer as bittersweet as riding your battered horse after battle.
I never let the guilt get rootbound,         slow ricochet
spilt spiral piling          then a building up of a staying in place.
It’s only when the performance has a pulse
that I have a pulse.  Or close.
Liken it to a romancing lull or a living kill
either way  a blight is bequeathed to the lullaby.




To be not a woman: but a weather system:
  Perfect storm, eye of death:
But ah heck.
 I’m still young yet.
KRISTINA MARTINO is a poet and visual artist. She studied at the Iowa Writers’ 
Workshop and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts. Some of her poems 
have appeared in Third Coast, Bennington Review, Best New Poets, and 







The light we made
between   each other  
        gravity shone
through    fifty teen    
 singers   our choir
 reeding pure
   the grace note’s
call     the dissonance
between us wrapped
our vocal folds   our
 shimmering
each word   a gold slip
            in pitches
refracted  
threaded   triads
   lips shaped by each
other’s echo’s kiss
            octaves in
staircases   warm
 heavy falling
 listen      a molten song
 undulating in the night
       would come for her
 in wreck     in dissonance
 My mouth flew
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 open   no ocean’s
 mussel shell
I heard no sound of mine
but in the choral     
form we held   each time
we sang   that glowing
inverted light   we recast
 her shape in sound
__________________________
The Cloud of Unknowing, Chapter 50: What pure love is; and how for some people
































The Cloud of Unknowing, Chapter 29: A person should labour perseveringly in
this work, and endure the pain it causes, and judge no one.
Downshift
with a line from G.C. Waldrep
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6.
foglit in the electric
 laurel tracelimning pedal he
 forefoots
            thousandleafs
ravine sheens & glint we
 tonguerace handflint
5.
in yarrow hollows   him grumbling
rolls through   the thorough
fares: our faces whitelit
 purr / round the lake
4.
oiltarred     tracked pliant he
tresses compliant star it
   runs bent declining
dense engine widelip mar
3.
hindfoot dell we woo’d
 he’ll trail      a lily twayblade








            bygone & blaze
__________________________
The Cloud of Unknowing, Chapter 40: While performing this work, a soul has no
special regard to any individual vice or virtue.
ALICIA WRIGHT is originally from Rome, Georgia. The recipient of fellowships
from the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, her poems appear or are forthcoming in
Ecotone, Indiana Review, The Greensboro Review, Flag + Void, and Poetry
Northwest, among others. At present, Alicia is a doctoral candidate in Creative
Writing and Literature at the University of Denver.
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